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The TNT Dunk Squad ~ an explosive show with a positive message.
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The TNT Dunk Squad is an electrifying slam dunk entertainment show that brings
a positive message into local schools. These professional daredevils combine high
flying aerial stunts with spectacular slam dunks and unmatched showmanship.

Pasadena, CA. – the TNT Dunk Squad performs hundreds of shows a year but their
favorite shows are at local schools for the kids. This is an opportunity for them to show
off their tremendous athletic talent by performing spectacular team oriented slam dunks
off  mini trampolines, all set to high-energy music. Whether it is monster 360’s or an
under the leg dunk their high flying trampoline aerial stunts combined with a positive
motivational message always leaves their audiences in awe with a smile on their face.

The company was co founded by Keith Cousino and Brian Smith with the main goal to
impact our youth in a powerful and positive way. Both acrobats toured with a company
called the Daredevils performing thousands of shows at halftimes of NBA and college
basketball games throughout the world. Now retired from the Daredevils, Brian owns a
gymnastics facility and Keith works as a  model and commercial actor . Wanting to stay
involved in the acro dunk world, they formed the TNT Dunk Squad in 1999. They
performed shows for corporate events along with our local teams the Lakers and



Clippers . By chance they were asked to do an assembly for a local school and the
principal came up after and said
“ That was the best assembly we have ever had ” Since that day they have become well
known for their unique brand of entertainment along with  delivering a positive message
throughout schools in the area. “ It’s great for kids to see a role model right in front of
them performing and then hear inspiring words of encouragement” said Cousino.

Along with school shows The TNT Dunk Squad perform at other special events. Some of
last years highlights were going to  London with Disney’s High School Musical.
Performing at the Lakers vs. Celtics Christmas day game.  Coordinating and performing
in the ABC reality program True Beauty. Entertaining for our World Champion L.A.
Lakers at the Staples Center. “These events are great but it all comes back to doing the
shows for the kids and seeing their faces light up. We are committed to having an impact
on children’s lives one flip at a time” said Smith.
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You can learn more about the TNT Dunk Squad and see pictures and video at
www.tntdunksquad.com. You can also contact Keith at 310-456- 4410 or Brian at 818-
642-6349.
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